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UK Retail on Indeed

760K brick and mortar retail jobs in the UK in 2017

30K sources with retail jobs

171K+ retail related searches on Indeed every day

1.2M CVs on Indeed UK matching the exact search term “Retail”

Source: Indeed data (UK)



Indeed conducted two comprehensive talent studies

Employer survey

Survey of 1,553 hiring managers 

across all industries in the United 

Kingdom, conducted online January 11 

- February 07, 2018

Jobseeker survey

Survey of 1,602 labor force 

participants across the United 

Kingdom who have looked for new 

job opportunities in the last 6 

months, conducted online      

January 12-30, 2018



3 Realities 
that are changing the way retailers recruit



1
Retail is quickly changing, and as a result, 

so are talent needs



In 2017, 77% of jobs posted by retailers in the 

UK were for non brick-and-mortar retail roles

Source: Indeed data (UK)



Source: Indeed data (UK)
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Roles associated with eCommerce are growing faster than traditional retail 

roles
Growth of job postings by function within retail companies from 2016 to 2017



Despite a lower barrier to entry, retailers are struggling 

to fill in-store roles compared to higher-level positions.



Retailers are struggling to hire for in-store roles
Average number of candidates interviewed before making a hire
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2
In the gig economy, retail sales 

associate loyalty is scarce 



58%
of retail sales associate positions are 

open due to turnover

Source: Lucid employer survey on behalf of Indeed, n=258



Top skills sought after in retail are highly transferable, 

all but removing the “switching costs” of changing industries

Top 10 skills requested in each industry

Source: Indeed data (US)
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61%
of retail jobseekers who are looking for work are 

looking for a part-time position in addition to the 

position they already have

Source: Lucid jobseeker survey on behalf of Indeed, n=142



Source: Indeed data (UK)
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Jobseekers are increasingly searching for self-employed and freelance 

jobs
Searches for “self-employed” and “freelance” as a share of total searches on 

indeed.co.uk



Source: Indeed data (UK)

Retailers are responding by being flexible 
Number of occurrences of the keyword “flexible” in retail job descriptions
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3
Retailers’ biggest competition for talent is not 

just from other retailers



2% 1% 1% .10%
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Critical roles outside of traditional retail are fiercely competitive

Source: Indeed data (UK)

Percent of jobs opened by a retail company in the U.K.



And the brands retailers need to compete with for that talent are strong
Top 5 companies receiving clicks on Indeed UK

Source: Indeed data (UK)

Top

marketing

employers

Top

warehouse

employers

Top 

tech

employers

Top 

customer service 

employers

1.   Tesco

2. Marks & Spencer

3. Boots

4. Argos

5. Sainsbury’s

1.   Royal Mail Group

2.   Amazon

3.   Sainsbury’s

4.   Asda

5.   UPS

1.   BBC

2.   Campus Industries

3.   Win at Retail

4.   Battersea Dogs &             

Cats Home

5.   boohoo.com

1.   McDonald’s

2.   BBC

3.   Barclays 

4.   JP Morgan Chase

5.   RockStar North



Retailers are competing with other industries 

when trying to hire for even the most standard 

retail role — The Store Associate 



London



People that conduct ”blank query” job searches aren’t 

looking for a specific job, they’re looking for any job



45%
of retail job clicks originated 

from a “blank query” in 2017

Source: Indeed data (UK)
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Almost half of people who click on a retail job aren’t 

looking for a retail job, they’re looking for any job 



Top job titles clicked on Indeed 

as a result of a “blank query”

Source: Indeed data (UK)

Rank Job title

1 Cleaner

2 Customer service representative

3 Receptionist

4 Warehouse worker

5 Sales assistant

6 Support staff

7 Administrator

8 Delivery driver

9 Customer Assistant

10 Retail sales associate



In this new reality, the best recruiting programs 

are built on three simple ideas  



Idea #1
Make it easy to find you



Indeed is the #1 job site among UK retail job seekers

Among retail job seekers 

who use online job sites 

to find new opportunities,

Indeed is the job site

of choice

Source: Lucid survey on behalf of Indeed, n=433
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As a Tory Burch Sales Associate you are responsible for delivering a 

transformational customer experience, building our brand one 

customer at a time and ultimately driving our business through sales. 

You should demonstrate a strong commitment to service, a genuine 

curiosity and interest in people, authenticity, fashion & style sensibility, 

and exceptional selling skills. The ideal candidate also understands how 

to be a team player, is savvy about the visual and operational aspects 

of the role, and is committed to loss prevention.

Write great job descriptions that draw talent & perform well in search



As a Tory Burch Sales Associate you are responsible for delivering a 

transformational customer experience, building our brand one 

customer at a time and ultimately driving our business through sales. 

You should demonstrate a strong commitment to service, a genuine 

curiosity and interest in people, authenticity, fashion & style sensibility, 

and exceptional selling skills. The ideal candidate also understands 

how to be a team player, is savvy about the visual and operational

aspects of the role, and is committed to loss prevention.

Write great job descriptions that draw talent & perform well in search



Idea #2
Make it easy to apply



If candidates can’t apply to your jobs, they won’t



Today, candidates search for and apply for jobs on mobile devices

18% Mobile + Desktop38% Desktop Only 44% Mobile Only

Source: Indeed



Mobile search for retail

Do you have a seamless application process on a mobile device?

69%
69% of retail clicks in the UK 

came from mobile in 2017

Source: Indeed



Idea #3
Test and measure
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More data, more insights, smarter decisions

Job Title Organic Clicks Sponsored Clicks

Brand Ambassador 24 55

Sales Associate 86 599

Source: Indeed data)



“For the same spend, Indeed gives us 93% more traffic than our next 

closest source…Why should we spend with other companies that don’t 

deliver what Indeed does? The traffic that we get from Indeed pays for our 

advertising there.”

Jamie Burgess of Retail Human Resources

Source: Indeed



Three realities that are changing the way retailers recruit
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03 In the gig economy, Retail Sales Associate loyalty is scarce
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